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E D U C AT I N G

THE

P U B L I C : T H E C O N T R A C O S TA C O U N T Y A P P R O A C H
Roger Humble*

INTRODUCTION

become more responsive and decentralized in their
delivery system as they develop new collaboratives
with the community.

My assignment was to contact Contra Costa County
and to learn how they developed and maintained
their agency brochures. Lynn Yaney, public information officer, was my contact person for this
assignment. Contra Costa County has created a
public information office in an effort to better
strengthen their relationship and visibility in the
community. My primary interest was how the public
was made aware of their counties various programs
and activities. Contra Costa Social Services has
developed a professional Press Kit, packed with
multi colored informational brochures utilizing
actual photographs of people. Napa County on the
other hand has no public information officer. Nor do
we have a glossy multi-colored press kit. The public information function is handled by Terry
Longoria, Director of Health and Human Services
or Jim Featherstone, the Assistant Director. Napa
County Health and Human Services have few
brochures reflecting our current services.. The
brochures that we do have, while informative, utilize stick figures and or basic clip art. While these
brochures clearly exemplify our department’s
homey nature, and funding priorities, a more consistent format could go further in promoting our
identity in the community.

Brochures can be an effective tool in informing the
public of the various programs that our departments
currently administer. This has become particularly
important with the proliferation of new Medi-Cal
programs and the dismantling of the AFDC program.
The public enjoys informational presentations and
appreciates being able to walk away with an informative brochure for later reference With informational brochures readily available, the department
stands to promote its visibility and enhance its public image.
Brochures also provide a method of distributing
information that is both inexpensive and easily
updated. They have the advantage of being easily
produced in house at a minimum cost.
New employee orientations could also benefit by
having a spectrum of brochures representing the
various programs that our agency administers. This
information could assist in orientating a new
employee to all the programs and their requirements for which our agency is responsible.

KEY FINDINGS
C AV E AT S
The need for effective brochures has become
increasingly important as the role of our departments change. Social service departments have

Designing brochures can bring out the graphic
artist in just about anyone. It is best to avoid con-
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of the unit providing the service.

tests for logo ideas and or layout concepts, as they
tend to create more resentment than good will.
Some design concepts are best left with the professionals, while the development of “text” should
remain in house.

A budget should be developed

G E T T I N G S TA R T E D
Designate one person to collect all existing
brochures and review them for current relevancy
and possible revision. A current organizational
chart could assist in this task.
Contact the Director for her input regarding possible gaps and overlaps in our existing brochures.
Conduct a survey to see who currently utilizes our
brochures. Many outside organizations, non-profits,
and community based organizations could benefit
by displaying our agencies brochures.
Attend a class on how to design attention grabbing
brochures.
Do a comprehensive search for funding. Hospitals
are just one of the many possible funding sources.
Do a cost analysis to see if it would be less expensive to hire a professional instead of in-house talent.

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N
Napa County should develop a uniform boilerplate
for all agency brochures. Brochures should have
similar fonts and colors. Before production, all
brochures should be reviewed for accuracy and
consistency. An outside graphic designer should be
employed to help with development of a uniform
design and look. Text should be the responsibility
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